Chryssi Akti Hotel
Terms of Use
The user of these pages and services https://hotel-chryssiakti.gr consent to the
below terms of use which apply to the entirety of its content, the services, pages,
graphics, pictures, photos and files which are contained therein.
Consequently, the user is obligated to read these terms carefully prior to visiting
or using its pages and services.
If the user disagrees, he is obligated not to use the content and the services
presented in the pages of https://hotel-chryssiakti.gr.
It is possible, for reasons of improvement of the https://hotel-chryssiakti.gr
services, or for any other reason, there are changes of policy or services and
therefore the present terms, without warning.

MINORS
The users of the pages and the https://hotel-chryssiakti.gr services declare to
https://hotel-chryssiakti.gr that they are at least 18 years old. Minors have access
the https://hotel-chryssiakti.gr services only with prior consent of their parents or
guardians. The legal guardians of minors or their parents may approve, however
under constant adult supervision, and undertaking of all responsibilities and
possible obligations arising as a result of the use of a service by a minor, the user
of the pages and the https://hotel-chryssiakti.gr services.

EXCLUSION OF ADVISORS - PROPOSALS
The content and the https://hotel-chryssiakti.gr services by no means constitute,
directly or indirectly encouragement, advice, proposal, incitement to materialize
or perform any act or imitation thereof. Lastly, by no means is the use of the
pages and https://hotel-chryssiakti.gr services conceal advisor-client relationship.
On the contrary it is up to the discretion of the https://hotel-chryssiakti.gr usersvisitors to act based on their private will excluding any liability of https://hotelchryssiakti.gr

LINKS TO OTHER WEB SITES
The contents of the https://hotel-chryssiakti.gr may include links to other web
pages due to the volume of said data, the https://hotel-chryssiakti.gr doesn’t
control the availability, content, data protection policy, the quality, completeness
of the services of other websites to which it redirects, through "links", hyperlinks

or advertisement banners. In no case may it be considered that https://hotelchryssiakti.gr abides or accepts the content or the services of these websites
and/or pages or connected thereto in any other way.
Should the visitor of the site decide to use through its links one a third party
website, user accepts that he does so at his own responsibility.
In case https://hotel-chryssiakti.gr receives legal notice or notification exclusively
from the competent authorities, that any content causes moral prejudice or other
kind of damages to a third party or in general doesn’t fulfill the legal prerequisites
for its function, it has the right to immediately interrupt said link and promotion
through its pages.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
https://hotel-chryssiakti.gr bears no liability and is not obligated to restitution of
any damage which may be caused to a visitor/user of the pages or/and the
members of its services due to negligence or technical problems and also shall not
be liable for “viruses” which may circulate or cause problems or any kind of
damage.
The visitor of the services of this specific page accepts that the totality of the
pages/services and their content is provided "as is ". Given the nature and the
volume of the Internet, under no circumstances, including the case of negligence
shall https://hotel-chryssiakti.gr be liable for any kind of damage sustained by the
visitor of the services pages, choices and their content, the user selects at his own
initiative.
https://hotel-chryssiakti.gr doesn’t guarantee that the pages, services, choices
and the
https://hotel-chryssiakti.gr content shall be provided without interruption or
faults and that the faults will be corrected. Furthermore it doesn’t guarantee that
same, or any other connected site or servers through which they are made
available to the users/member don’t contain “viruses” or other harmful
components. https://hotel-chryssiakti.gr in no case guarantees the correctness,
completeness, or avaialbity of the contents, pages, services, choices or their
results. The cost of possible corrections is undertaken by the user/visitor and in
no event https://hotel-chryssiakti.gr.
"LINKS TO OTHER WEB SITES" and "LIMITATION OF LIABILITY "
Should the visitor of the site decide to proceed to any internet connection,
through the links to such products, through the websites of third parties, he
accepts that he does so at his own exclusive responsibility.

COOKIES
https://hotel-chryssiakti.gr uses cookies which are necessary for the provision of
services to the user/visitor for the posting advertisements and the analysis of
visitor statistics (ie Google Analytics).
Also https://hotel-chryssiakti.gr uses cookies from Google for the provision of its
services, for the individualization of advertisements and the analysis of the visitor
statistics. Google notifies information regarding your use of this website.
Cookies are small text files stored in the hard disc of every visitor, which however
don’t provide the possibility to of accessing any document or file from the visitor’s
computer.
The visitor of https://hotel-chryssiakti.gr may set the Browser in a way that it
may warn for the use of cookies in certain pages and website services or not
permit the acceptance of cookies in no case.
By using the https://hotel-chryssiakti.gr, you accept the use of the cookies.

If you have noticed any problem in the https://hotel-chryssiakti.gr content
which are relevant to legal or moral matters please notify us immediately by
using the communication form of https://hotel-chryssiakti.gr.

INFORMATION
At Chryssi Akti Hotel we consider important that you know what are the cookies we use in our website
and why we use them. Our goal is to properly inform you, but also to enhance your navigation experience
in our website.
WHY WE USE COOKIES?
We use cookies for the improvement of the function of the https://hotel-chryssiakti.gr, your proper
navigation, your easy connection and smooth transition to the subsequent pages. In parallel, cookies allow
us to present to you advertising or educational material regarding your needs and interests.
Also, cookies help us analyze how visitors use our website, how they navigate and where they face
difficulties. In this manner we may deal with the problems which may arise.
All the information collected by these cookies are used solely for improving the experience, structure and
https://hotel-chryssiakti.gr content,
WHAT ARE COOKIES;
Cookies are portions of information in the form of a very small text, are saved in the browser you ue on
your PC, the Smartphone & your tablet (Chrome, Mozilla Firefox etc), helping the most effective function
of our site. Cookies can by no means cause damage to the computers of their users nor to the files kept
therein. Information stored in the cookies may be used for reconnaissance and improvement.
CATEGORIES
1) Performance cookies
Performance cookies collect information on how many visitors use the website. They permit us to see
which pages are most visited or indicate now to deal with a problem during the browsing. These cookies
don’t select information which defines the visitor. All information collected by these cookies is
collective and used only for the improvement of the way https://hotel-chryssiakti.gr, functions.
2) Functional cookies
These cookies «memorize» your preferences during your browsing on our website, in order for you to
enjoy a personalized version of https://hotel-chryssiakti.gr, with a result for you to find more easily what
are looking for.
3)Publicity cookies
These cookies are used in order to provide advertisements more related to you and your interests. They are
also used for sending targeted advertisements or offers, aiming to limit mass, unwanted or meaningless
advertisement messages. In parallel they help us calculate the effectiveness of advertisement campaigns.
4) Cookies Analytics
As a subtotal of the Cookies’ functionality the allow us to evaluate the effectiveness of the various
functions of our site, in order to constantly improve the experience we offer you.

More specifically:
Third party suppliers, including Google may post ads of hte Company in websites on the internet.
Third party suppliers, including Google, may use cookies for informing, improving and posting ads based
on the previous visit of the user of the https://hotel-chryssiakti.gr. https://hotel-chryssiakti.gr, may also
evaluate cookies from previous visits to its website for repetitive marketing.
Users may select to exclude them from such use of Cookies by Google, here.
You can set your Browser σας, in a way that it informs you each time prior to receiving a cookie in order
for you to decide whether to receive or reject it. In that case you have in mind that you may be in a position
to evaluate all of its potential..
https://hotel-chryssiakti.gr, may use the Google Analytics functions for the promotion advertisements (ie
repetitive marketing, references of Google website appearance, incorporation of the ad campaign manager
Doubleclick and references to demographic elements and interests).
By using the Advertisement settings, visitors may be exempted from Google Analytics for promotional
advertisements and adjust the website advertisements appearance on Google.
Here are the available exclusion options by Google Analytics for the website.
https://hotel-chryssiakti.gr, abides by the Advertisement policy on the basis of Google AdWords and the
limitations for sensitive categories and:
Uses repetitive marketing through Google Analytics for website advertisement.
https://hotel-chryssiakti.gr, and third party suppliers, including Google, use jointly cookies of the initial
manufacturer (such as cookies from Google Analytics) and cookies of a third party (such as cookie
DoubleClick), for information, improvement and posting advertisements, regarding previous visits of users
on its website.
https://hotel-chryssiakti.gr, and third suppliers including Google, use jointly cookies of the initial
manufacturer (such as cookies from Google Analytics) and cookies of a third party (such as cookie
DoubleClick) for the performance of reports regarding the way the https://hotel-chryssiakti.gr ads appear,
other uses of advertisement services and the interaction with the posting of ads and advertisement services
related to visits on its https://hotel-chryssiakti.gr.
The https://hotel-chryssiakti.gr, may use the data from advertisement on the basis of Google interest or the
data of a common third party (such as age, sex and the interests) via µε το Google Analytics.
We maintain the right to amend the present cookies policy at any time. Kindly locate the indication “Last
Review” at the top of the present page, in order to see then this Cookies policy was last reviewd. Any
changes in the present Cookies Policy will apply from the moment the revised Cookies Policy becomes
available in the cyber space.
Third party advertisers and other enterprises we work with may use their Cookies in order to collect
information regarding your activities in our Website. We don’t control these Cookies.

